
IV.) The Democratic National Convention
Postponed to August 17th - 20th 

Due to my mistake it makes no sense to write about the Democratic National Convention. I thought
that this would become a very special and thrilling part, in Germany party conventions are very
interesting, and sometimes they end with a big surprise! But when the result stands firm, before the
convention begins........makes no real sense to me, but this is America! This convention is only a
show, to entertain the party and voters, to motivate them, to swear the voters to the party. It would
be not much thrilling to write about this. I have only to think about conventions of the Green Party,
always good for surprises. Or the convention of the conservatives, where three candidates tried to
become party chairman - it ended not only for a few with a surprise! But because I have made this
severe mistake and the convention would be anyway boring, I will not write this part.

V.) Running For Presidency
August 21st till November 3rd

I'm The Nominee Now

I was the nominee now, not important why and which way, it was obvious that I will become the
nominee right from the beginning, therefore no surprise, everything as expected.
I would become the next POTUS, also this would be no surprise, also this was obvious right from
the beginning. Why? Maybe not important. Which way? This would become the crucial point.
It would be not important to become the next POTUS, it would be extremely important in which
way. Many hypothetical stories could have been written, but the present reality would dictate the
following. It was not on me to write the story, history would dictate the writing, would give the
writer no chance to do it another way.
But we had to be honest, at a certain point the story would no longer reflect reality, the question:
Will be there a 46. President of the United States or not. In the story yes, but in reality? If reality
and story differ  in  this  point,  not  only in  the  name of  the  46.  President  of  the  United  States,
then...........then it will become very difficult to bear the reality.

I was the nominee now, only one goal, to win, to become the next POTUS, to get rid of the sitting
president? Sure, this was a fundamental condition, the necessity for the upcoming, but not more. A
"Keep it up!" would be not much better, than a second term of the sitting president, better, but not
good. It would not lead into the catastrophe of a fascist dictatorship, but nevertheless it would lead
into  a  catastrophe.  Maybe  not  a  category  6  hurricane,  "only"  a  category  4  hurricane,  but
nevertheless a devastating storm.
But those times would be not in the range of this story, beyond the story, maybe another story. This
story would be now about, whether there would be a storm, a tropical storm maybe, or a hurricane,
maybe a catastrophic hurricane. This story would have a happy end, hopefully it will not become a
corrupt story, not a story about a tropical storm, a hurricane even, only a story about some dark
clouds, some thunder and lightning, some rain and wind, a summer storm, maybe heavy but short
and thereafter the sun would shine again and would offer you a wonderful rainbow - what fucking
Hollywood kitsch!

I was the nominee now, I was frightened about the coming weeks, and maybe even more about the
weeks that would follow then. What this nation had become, what we'd become, that I had to be
frightened of an election and the time thereafter? Make yourself honest, be honest, this was the



result of a development spanning decades if not centuries, the result of endless failure, the failure of
the White part of the nation. And well, had we to talk about the conservatives now, couldn't we talk
about Bill? Wasn't his presidentship not a catastrophe, as well as the words his wife chose to defend
him - was there something to defend? Should such a man not be very humbly nowadays and stay
silent?

I'm getting desperate
Desperate for a revolution

Some kind of spark
Some kind of connection
In these dangerous days
Come a little bit closer
I need to understand

(Garbage; Even Though Our Love is Doomed)

I was the nominee now, and they were on the way to kill the horses. Many of them had to die over
the decades and centuries, and not much left today, but still a few were left, but they were on the
way to kill also them!
I was the nominee now, I had to find clear and distinct words now. The fight for the White House
had begun now, but the White House was not the Heart of the Nation, the Heart of the Nation was
red,  flooded  by  red  blood.  You  could  kill  a  person  with  white  or  black  skin,  you  could  not
distinguish their blood, both of their blood would be red. You could kill every American, all their
blood would be red, you could tear out their hearts, all their hearts would be red. But if the hearts
would be equal, if the blood would be equal, why then the color of your skin should count? Only
because of unreal, wrong, corrupt, dishonest, betraying, evil, diabolic............reasons - or? We had to
overcome this, we, the White Americans, also the Clintons or Kennedys, also their hands weren't
clean!
I was the nominee now, sitting in boat, no oars, what would be behind the next bend of the river? A
calm river, whitewater, or maybe a huge waterfall? I would come to know it, after the bend...............

There'll be no apologies
And no more security
There will be no cops
Just men with guns

This is the apocalypse
That killed the horses

Shhhhhhh!
(Garbage; No Horses)

The Republican National Convention 

"Hi Peter, nice to welcome you again at CNN, this time as the democratic nominee, congratulations
Peter!"
"Thanks Don, it's nice to be here again at CNN, and your show."
"Well, I thought to talk about the Republican National Convention as happened so far with you, but
as far as I know you now, I think there's another topic, you wanna say something first?"
"Well, the convention you can forget, the usual lies and shit rhetoric. It's wasted time to listen to, we
have other problems in this nation, matters you should be interested in. President Barack Obama
once held a speech and asked with tears in his eyes, how often more he has to stand behind the



lectern after a mass shooting, to speak words of condolence. I have also tears in my eyes, and anger
in my heart - of course we have no clear knowledge so far what happened at all, but I have seen a
black man walking - walking! - away from police officers, opening his car, where his three young
boys sat. Now this man struggles for his life, with up to seven bullets in his back - are we finally
crazy in this country, after all what has happened during the last weeks and months? I'm shocked,
I'm simply shocked!"
"You said it, that we not know everything so far. But what we have seen is, that a police officer who
stands right behind the man - Jacob Blake is his name - suddenly shot at least seven times. Is it too
early to say more?"
"What's the worst you can say? He tried to grab a weapon, that was in the car - I would say. A gun?
Seven shots in the back? A knife, maybe stepping back and trying to deescalate? What it's obvious
is, that we have a problem with our police.
We have to educate and qualify our police, not only "train" them for a few weeks, mostly how to
shoot. We have to think about, what's a task for the police and what not. Maybe we need more
police officers, but more who would do social work, who live within the communities, from the so-
called minorities. We have to think about, whether a police officer should be a kind of cowboy, or a
kind of supporter for communities. We....."
"…...wait a minute, more police? So, you're no fan of defund the police?"
"It's no matter of money, it's a matter of attitude! We have to change attitude within at least parts of
the police, money is the wrong subject of discussion in this context."
"Do you expect riots?"
"I have said, that I have anger in my heart, and I'm an old White man? I do not know what I would
do, would I be a young African American man, at lest I wanna not talk about it."
"So, you understand people who protest violently?"
"I know that there's a point, when things escalate, no matter about what we're talking. How many
black men with bullets in their backs one can endure patiently, how many black women shot dead in
their own houses? If we change nothing, if this happens again and again, then we cannot be upset
because of "riots" - oh, some like it then, that they can send their troops!"
"We need systemic changes in our police?"
"Of course, as fast as possible! And maybe we need more money for our police as well."
"The Republican National Convention?"
"Let's talk about more important topics - every topic is more interesting than this chatter. What did
you have for breakfast, coffee or tea?"
"I had coffee, black of course!"
"I had a fine Oolong tea, only partly fermented, between a green tea and a black tea. And by the
way, I need milk in my coffee, black is too hard for a guy like me, I like café au lait most."
"Now that we know this, and I liked it, what do you think will be the most important topic, for the
first hundred days of your presidency."
"How much time you have? We have so much urging problems in this country, we have wasted
years, but to be honest, decades. We have to install task forces for several important problems, and
have to try to deal with all of them at the same time. The pandemic of course, police violence of
course, but do not forget climate change, the shattered relationships to our allies, our education
system, health care.........do you have time?"
"Yes, but I understand what you mean - do you really wanna become POTUS?"
"Apart from, that I will become POTUS, would I be POTUS and this would be all, then we could
forget it! I have Muriel Bowser who supports me now, she gives me hope, that we can start during
my presidency with the necessary changes at  least.  But we will  need good ministers and good
ministries, we will need motivated civil servants. And we will need a motivated civil society, I
would be proud to work together with all our NGOs, all the movements and people, which wanna
bring our nation further on."
"All together or not?"
"At least all democrats, all who believe in a free society. I'm not interested in, to work together with



racists and Nazis."
"Wow, and if they would be interested in a dialog?"
"A dialog about what? That Hitler was not that bad, that niggers are scum? I talk about Nazis, but I
do not talk with Nazis."
"Should nobody talk with Nazis?"
"If you talk about social workers for instance, who try to help people to get out of these groups, then
I have to say, that they do a very important work. But I will be the President of the United States, I
have to  make distinct  statements,  and I  cannot see good people,  when I  see Nazis armed with
assault weapons, and I have to express this."
"Do you see good people, when you see the - say riots - in Portland and other cities?"
"I see people who are deeply disappointed, still today a "black person" is not more than a better
slave for many White Americans, do a phone call in Central Park. You have heard from the white
man with seven bullets in his back?"
"No?"
"Neither I!"
"The pandemic?"
"I still have tears in my eyes and anger in my heart. We kill every day hundreds of Americans who
had not to die, would we have a responsible leadership."
"Your lawsuit against the sitting president?"
"We have signals from The Hague that we have good chances, that the trial will begin in a not so far
future, definitively before the election."
"I would like to wish you the best, to become POTUS. But even with you as POTUS, I see hard
times in front of this nation."
"I also, and as said. I as POTUS will be capable to nothing, I need the support and the willingness
of all democratic Americans to help me to form this nation in a better way. This is not a task for
"one man", this is not Hollywood, I cannot rescue the world, not even a nation. We have to do it
together, or we will fail miserably."
"I hope you will become POTUS, you have to become POTUS!"
"The second part of your sentence describes very good the sickness of our nation - thanks anyway,
Don."

The President Not Likes You, Peter! - Chris Cuomo

"Well Peter, the RNC is over, you liked it and what they said about you?"
"Well Chris, I feel honored, they hate me, it's good to be hated by such people, it's good to be hated
by racists, by antidemocratic people, by Nazis - I feel honored and very pleased."
"A lot happened during the last days, what's the most important for you?"
"The last days were dramatic, without any doubts the RNC was the less important, babble on lowest
level.  Trayford  Pellerin  and then Jacob Blake,  the reaction of  the  NBA and other  leagues,  the
speeches in Washington, still the pandemic and all the people who have to die every day because
the failure and unwillingness of the White House and the GOP, two dead protesters and a White guy
with a big gun greeted by the police - so many important things are happening at the moment. Oh,
sorry, the hurricane!"
"But still the race is not over, still the president has chances to win - your feelings about this?"
"Sadness,  but also the insight,  that this  is only because of our antiquated election procedure,  a
minority is able to outvote a majority, this is not democracy for me. But I have to live with it, and in
a way I hope that I will lose popular vote, but have one electoral delegate more who votes for me. I
would like to see the reaction from the GOP!"
"But I fear, that you will have no problem therewith to win the popular vote, with more millions as
Hilary most probably, but the electoral college?"
"Always the same, we talk about Florida and a few swing states, the rest is uninteresting. Also this



is not democracy for me, not talking about voter suppression and gerrymandering and such things."
"Do you think that this could be a moment of real change?"
"Washington today was very strong - "I'm tired!" and "Stand up!", the new "I have a dream". Very
strong moments, it would be wonderful to see, that the so-called minorities and women would end
this presidency, it would be a release for me, not because of becoming POTUS then, but it would
symbolize, that this nation still would have a chance."
"Have you spoken with the family of Jacob Blake - in an interview the father mentioned this, but
gave no details?"
"I have, but it's not the time for the Whites to talk, this is a time the black community has to speak,
and we have to listen to them. It's time that all the so-called minorities have to speak out, the White
America has to shut up now, we have to listen, we have to hear them and have to listen to their
concerns, fears, and not lastly their demands. It's time for change, and change means to fulfill their
demands, especially the demand, to be treated like human beings, not like better slaves - is it not a
shame, that we have to discuss such topics in the States in 2020?"
"Very much, Peter. The NBA?"
"Maybe it's better to say: The players of the NBA, the black players of the NBA, and black means
powerful at this moment. I have to confess that I saw them as players all the years. Yes, I had heard
about social commitment, social projects, but hey, sorry, I'm one of this White men who can't jump.
It's fascinating now to see them as citizens, as people with minds and thoughts and fears. The White
guy sees the black multimillionaire when he executes a slam dunk, he's excited about the game, but
he sees not the black man, who is on the street suddenly not more than one of this black men, one of
this  former  slaves.  The  multimillionaire,  every  of  this  multimillionaires  can  tell  you  suddenly
stories from his youth, or at college, stories what it means to be a black person. And then you look
in a mirror, seeing your White face and asking: What a fucking asshole you are, what about the
stories about Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nina Simone or Bessie Smith? About all this "black"
musicians, how much JFK loved it to see Sammy Davis Jr. with his blond gorgeous white wife?
Maybe we will  have  to  thank them and all  the  other  players  one day very much,  from Colin
Kaepernick back to Tommie Smith, John Carlos and Muhammad Ali. In what a strange time we
live, what a strange 2020? This president, the pandemic, extreme weathers, growing protests of
people who are sick of it, sportspeople who show us what's important and not, who remind us, that
refusal is a legitimate way to protest."
"As role models for all of us? Refusal?"
"There can be times, when nothing is more important than to be on the streets expressing your
opinion. Also not to work, not to do what you normally do."
"What were the most emotional moments for you in the last days?"
"Wow, there were so many. The video from another black man with bullets in his back, especially in
comparison to a video where a White young man, a supporter of our president, kills and wounds
peaceful protesters, seeing him walking away, passing police cars and nothing happens. This could
be a snippet from an apocalyptic movie, as well as the first video. Both videos appeared in different
ways  surreal,  but  both  were  fucking  real!  Hearing  that  a  man,  shot  seven  times  in  the  back,
paralyzed now, is handcuffed to his bed - this is a snippet from a very fucking movie! I mean, he
would not run away, and even if, you know who he is, he will have no chance to abscond, or? Also
this is so surreal, but fucking reality! I could continue, but I think this is not necessary. I have talked
with people from Europe,  they cannot believe what they see,  this  is  America? Yes, maybe you
watched the wrong movies? Peckinpah, Scorsese or Coppola? What they told you about America?
Cameron, Spielberg or Tarantino? Yes, you watched the wrong movies. Maybe it would have been
better to read some books and listen to some music."
"The president not likes you, Peter?"
"This is one of the moments I get hope. A Nazi swine and his rotten family and his decayed party
not like me, this gives me hope. I talked with a homeless the other day, he asked me why I would
talk with him, he will not vote, it would be so difficult for him as homeless, much to difficult. I told
him, I do not talk with you because I hope that you vote for me, I talk with you, because I need this



conversation with you, to ensure me, that I'm still a human being. Apart from, that every American
has to have the right and the possibility to vote, if this man...........I'm tired! In what disturbing times
we live?  Fair is foul and foul is fair / Hover through the fog and filthy air  - Macbeth? He not
believed the witches, too surreal their talking, but in the end.........? These are very disturbing times,
Chris!"

Seven Bullets!

"Yes, that's true, I have said very early in the George Floyd case that I see this as a murder, at least a
second degree murder. And it's true that I haven't said anything like this in this case so far. But what
one have to say, seven bullets in the back?
Every police officer has the right to defend her or his life, but was the life of this police officer
threatened? Seven bullets? I cannot see anything that threatened the life of this police officer. And
to say it clearly, even a knife in the car would not, he could easily step back to de-escalate the
situation for the moment, and by the way, he was not alone.
Why he grabbed his shirt, why he shot seven times? If a wild animal, a predator, runs towards me, I
fear for my life, then I empty my magazine till the last bullet, hoping that I've killed the beast. Who
wonders, that African Americans feel like treated as animals, or even worse, like human scum and
vermin? And what sucks most, is the behavior of the police union, and local authorities. Seven
bullets in the back, if you find a dead body, seven bullets in the back, play some CSI, what would
you think, self-defense or murder?
And at the same time we have a young white man who, without any doubts, shot dead two persons -
and what's the reaction of the right-wingers? What a surprise, self-defense! Why always the White
people act in self-defense, whatever they do? Why the "Blacks" always threaten the Whites? Why
the Whites have always to kill others, especially "Blacks"?
And let me say something about the young man, Kyle Rittenhouse. I would like to have some
answers, about with whom he was in the city, why he was so familiar with the police, and such
questions. And then I have a picture in my mind - El Dorado! Do not give a kid a job, that requires a
man - maybe one have to see also Kyle Rittenhouse as a victim, not as a hero, but as a victim? I
would have some questions, who gave this kid this job, why this kid had such a gun, not allowed
drinking alcohol! I just would have some questions...........
There's a lesson in all this, weapons and hate are a bad combination. And if you have a racist and a
Nazi in office then, who dreams about to destroy this nation, then you have the ultimate problem. I
see murderers and victims everywhere, and sometimes it's  hard to decide. But if looking at the
White House, the GOP, Fox et al., then it's easy! Murderer, is the only word still needed then!
A black man, a white police officer, a young white man - the black man was no innocent angel as
far as we know till the moment, the police officer, the young white man? Why it seems impossible
for too many Whites, to look into a black face, not seeing a kind of ape, but a human being? A
human being that can be a loving father, maybe a sex offender - oh, didn't support our president this
nice lady, once sitting on a throne? Yeah, moral values, the law, Lady Justice.......well, I feel very
unwell, looking in the mirror these days............"

We Have To Fight For Our Democracy!

"More and more this administration, with the president on top, shows how they would like to have
our nation - the RNC was the prelude for the upcoming, the attunement.
Well, I said till a longer time now, that this will become a dirty and unfair presidential race, we're
not fighting with a man with any moral values, we're fighting with a man who has no problems
therewith to sleep at night, while more than a thousand Americans die every day, many of them
because of his incapability and unwillingness to do something against it. This man is on his way to



become the next Mao, Stalin or Hitler, but not China, Russia or Germany will be his playground
this time, this time it will be the USA.
But while Mao, Stalin and Hitler are history today, our Mao, Stalin or Hitler is not finally developed
today. Still we would have the time to kill the process, still we would have the time to rescue our
democracy, still we would have the possibility to stay as the land of the free. But this would need a
vehement stand against this erosion, some nice words and the belief, that all will be good at the end,
will be by far not enough.
More and more the masks are falling, more and more we see what they try to do, to plunge this
nation into chaos and despair. This the tactic of terrorists, and not the more they are, deaths is their
day's work. Dead African Americans, dead Latinos, dead poor people, now the first dead people on
the streets - and one is happy about it, like a child about Disney World. He and his bunch will be
happy about every dead person, not important whether a protester or a supporter, every death they
can use for their aims, they will have no scruples!
He talks about law and order, but whose law and order? There was a lot of law and order in fascist
Nazi Germany under Adolf Hitler, for instance the racial laws, the Nuremberg laws. Or that if you
not agreed with the fascist, you got the red triangle in the concentration camps. If you were a Jew
you were scum, vermin and lowlife, the gas chambers were law and order! Law and order, do we
wanna such law and order in the USA, when his buddies can do what they wanna do, not to have to
fear to held responsible, but a black man with an invisible knife gets seven bullets in his back? Is
this the law and order you wanna? Is this what makes the suburban areas safe - and by the way,
really, are all suburban women desperate housewives?
And let me illustrate, how I see the relation between the government and the American people, not
in dividing them, not in stirring up hatred, but care for them. The other day I saw a report about the
Gary Sinise Foundation. I think it's good what Gary Sinise makes, but then I got the feeling that
something is wrong. The foundation cares for wounded veterans, no bad idea - or? Veterans who
served, who fought for their nation, for all of us, who got wounded - but hey, they fought for all of
us? Shouldn't we all now help them, care for them, should not the government care for the veterans
who fought for the USA, should not the USA care for those who fought for the USA, why a private
person has to do this? The USA sent them, the USA gave them their orders, but later the USA not
cares for the former soldiers, the veterans? This is not how I see a nation, a free and democratic
nation, we, the nation, have to care for the veterans, we have the obligation to do so!
This is one example how I see a nation,  not as a self-service store for a small  White rich and
ruthless class. A nation belongs to everyone, because a nation is formed by everyone, everyone can
expect care and support from her or his nation. This is how I see a nation, but this nation is at great
risk  now!  Portland  and  Kenosha,  now  it  begins,  now  the  president  tries  finally  to  create  an
atmosphere of hate and fear - deaths is his tool. A seventeen-year-old man is his tool, too young to
drink, too young to drive alone, but it's okay when he patrols with a long gun through the streets of
Kenosha, not even his hometown? How likely is it, that this will go wrong, that this young man is
overchallenged? But hey, this is it! This president needs heroes, victims and aggressors, the best
aggressors,  victims  and especially  the  best  heroes  are  the  dead ones,  Kenosha and Portland,  a
president who achieved his goals!
If someone still thinks, that this president has limits, that he would not sell his own grandma, that
there would be a point where he would hesitate, maybe would be even not ruthless enough to move
on, you have to be very, very naive! A thousand plus dead Americans every day now, Germany had
no ten the same time, a quarter of our population and much denser populated!? No forty deaths a
day in the USA, nine hundred and sixty plus deaths EACH DAY avoidable, do you really think that
this president has problems to sleep? He's a ruthless and disgusting swine, just a typical fascist."

Meeting The Press

"After my introductory words, feel free to ask me questions, and I ensure you, that I will do my best



to answer your question, not to blatter, especially I try not to lie - the first question?"
"A new prediction says, that we could reach over four hundred thousand corona deaths in January.
The president's response is, to praise himself and to say, without him it could be millions - your
comment?"
"He's a disgusting and stone-cold killer. We could have millions of deaths if no measures at all had
been taken – but this is a stupid thought! I like it always to talk about Germany. A quarter of our
population and much denser populated. They had eight deaths yesterday, four times eight results in
thirty-two. We had one thousand and sixty-six deaths, this leads to one thousand and thirty-four
deaths which could have been prevented, the mass murderer in office has killed another thousand
and thirty-four Americans."
"Is this not too easy, to say this in such a way?"
"That's true, we're by far less dens populated than Germany, it should be more easy for us, to fight
the virus."
"What would you have done differently, especially at the beginning of the pandemic?"
"I would have talked and listened to the scientists and would have talked with our European allies -
oh, sorry, we have no longer European allies, our allies today are nations like Russia, Turkey and
Saudi Arabia."
"Would you have recommended a harder shutdown?"
"I would have appointed a task force that would have worked together with the governors, not
against them - and by the way, governors from the left or right? I always thought, that in a crisis
we're all Americans, but I think this is no longer valid. The first step would have been to develop a
national plan, all together, not everyone for itself. Then we're a huge nation, not every region is
alike, nevertheless some rules should be generally binding - social distancing and wearing masks
for instance. The shutdown? Not everywhere the same measures all the time, but unambitious rules
for shutting down and for reopening. This would have meant, that some regions or states would
have been hit harder than others, it would have been our obligation to help those most who hit
hardest, the government's obligation!"
"It's reported that the president called captured and killed soldiers "losers" and "suckers" - what do
you know about this?"
"I know that this man is a swine without any moral values, a swine that was too gutless to serve - it
was not the first time he talked in this way, or? Americans risk their lives for our country and our
president mocks those, who gave their lives for our country, those, who suffered imprisonment.
Should I meet him onstage once, I have to have to show him my disrespect, that swine without any
moral values."
"But even in crises, this president has managed it, that we have nearly record heights at the stock
markets again. Well, I'm convinced that you would have made this better!"
"The stock markets? I'm interested in the small business owners, in the workers, what does the stock
markets  tell  you about  them? These markets  have  no relation to  reality anymore,  forget  them,
should you be interested in the state of our economy. Thousands have to leave their houses every
day today, I'm interested in them, them I would help. Yes, also airlines for example, or the car
industry, they are important and the government have to support them, but we have no six hundred
dollar for those who would need it the most? This is disrespectful and a shame!"
"Another black man is dead, you were always very fast with comments - your comment this time?"
"I saw a black man sitting on the street, naked, handcuffed, a spit hood over the head. Thus far I
could accept this, as far the video allows you to judge, but then? Why always this aggressivity, why
always at the end we have to see a dead black man? I not get it, it would have been easy to arrest
this man, why this aggressivity, why again a black man had to die? This has to have consequences."
"A homicide?"
"Failure  to  render  assistance  or  negligent  homicide  at  least,  but  I  would like  it,  to  have  more
information. But what counts at the moment for me is, that another black man had to die and I see
no reason why he had to die."
"The shooter from Portland is dead?"



"This matter becomes more and more complicated. I had no time so far to get enough information. I
saw this interview only once, but it was striking, I will say something thereto tomorrow or the day
thereafter. It appears like a movie plot to me, not sure what kind of movie at the moment."
"The president's response to the German statement that Alexej Nawalny had been poisoned and that
all leads to Russia?"
"Well, should I choose whom I trust more, the German or the US government, then I would see
Angela Merkel as the better choice. This is bitter to say as an American, but Angela Merkel is not
known as constant liar. This president is a Russian puppet. Okay, I think enough for today, we will
continue this, thanks for your questions."

You Served!

"You served!"
"Yes, but we had this topic during the debates and regarding Pete Buttigieg. I was a pen-pusher,
what nevertheless could become dangerous under these crcumstances. But to drive a car on patrol is
a very different thing, every day could be your last day. I know names from people, who got killed
in action, a soldier like Pete Buttigieg has comrades who got killed in action, that's a difference."
"But the words from the president, if true, what are your feelings?"
"Who doubts about, that they are true? The way he talks about late John McCain, about gold star
families, his bone spurs, all this shows you the character of this man, that he has no character."
"Your feelings?"
"I think that every soldier and every member of the armed forces, as well as their families, should
decide for themselves. They have to decide, whether they wanna elect such a man who talks such
disrespectful - to use demure language - about our army, especially also about those who gave their
lives for us and prisoners of war. But hey, some can vote for racists, some can vote even for fascists,
why not voting for someone, who gives a shit on the lives of our soldiers, who makes fun of them,
who have found their final rest at war cemeteries."
"Do you think that this can cost the president the reelection?"
"No, not with this depraved GOP, with senators without any moral. Look at the Evangelists, at the
RNC? They elected and support  a morally debauched man,  because he gives them judges and
abortion laws, how repelling is this? They really believe, that the kingdom of heaven will be theirs,
or is it more about very earthly reasons? Everybody has to decide for oneself, whether she or he can
look in the mirror, after given this man her or his vote. These are my feelings."

Ms. Fatou Bom Bensouda

"Yes, it's right that Mike Pompeo, as puppet of the president, has put Ms. Fatou Bom Bensouda on a
sanctions list and named her a "specially designated national" . Ms. Fatou Bom Bensouda is the
International Criminal Court's chief prosecutor since June 2012, should we think that such a woman
is impressed by this rooster's behavior? This will have no effect to our lawsuit,  as said, such a
woman laughs about such toddlers, it's simply childish behavior. By the way, no one from Europe is
at the moment interested in to travel to the States, we're a high risk area. I would visit Ms. Fatou
Bom Bensouda with pleasure, to have a coffee with her, but unfortunately we're not welcomed in
Europe anymore, we're a high risk area! So much to this." 

Talking About Strategy

"You know, what sucks me the most?"
"That the president still has a chance to win?"



"Not only this, but that the press and the Dems learn nothing! Why always falling at the president's
tricks,  why always  work off  the  president's  lies,  why not  ignoring  them,  why not  showing an
alternative world, the real world."
"We do this, or?"
"Yes, but without the media, without a united Democratic Party, we come to nothing! Talking about
the president's lies means to talk about the president. We have to talk about ourselves! Where are the
top Dems who travel to California,  Oregon and Washington? We have to show up, we have to
dominate the discourse, we have to talk with the Palestinians - they have clearly said, that they are
not trust the president and his son-in-law, but where is the alternative for them?"
"The Dems are taking it too lightly?"
"Well, on the paper everything seems to be cool. Not only nationwide, even in the important swing
states we're in the lead, the margins are looking not that bad, in any case better as Clinton. But the
GOP and the president will do everything, to make it for as many as possible as difficult as possible
to vote. The assault on the US postal service? Russia? This vote is not won, till we will have a final
result, accepted by everyone - and it's a disgrace that we have to say this, and there are enough
reasons to think, that this can become a very long and difficult process. I would take everything
bloody seriously now, but as long as Hillary and others think, that they are the best deal makers? We
failed in 2016, why changing our strategy? It's all so stupid!"
"What should we do?"
"We have to do it by our own, we have to work closer together with NGOs, with the base of AOC
and others, we have to use all possibilities, what we can forget is the democratic establishment and
the mainstream media,  they are still  much too shy.  We have to  intensify our use of Facebook,
YouTube and the Internet as such, we have to be better as the liar in office."
"Will be not easy."
"No Caroline, not really."

Chris - how we should confront this president?

"A lot has happened since we met for the last time, Peter. Especially the last days were nearly
overloaded with events and extreme developments. Let's try to get some structure in it?"
"Well Chris, every week you have this feeling now, that this week is even worse than the previous
week, I fear that you can say exactly the same next week -  we have a president who will  not
disappoint us, Chris."
"I fear the same, but let's start with our environment and science. Bush fires to a never known extent
in California, Oregon, even in Washington we have fires. The president still denies climate change,
for the first time in its history "Scientific America" endorses a president, new support for you?"
"It's like with the military, too long they not spoken it out clearly, this president is a danger to all of
us. Even if you would accept his remaining agenda, the fact that he denies climate change that will
affect future generations in all facets of heir life makes him unelectable, he would destroy the basis
of life of future generations - if it is not too late anyway."
"Then we can elect him?"
"How  many  hundred  thousand  Americans  you  wanna  see  dying  the  next  months,  Chris?  His
inability to understand and accept science, his inability to accept that there are people - scientists -
who understand matters he cannot understand not only touches climate change, the pandemic as
well and so much more. He is a very insecure person, but that makes him even more dangerous."
"Okay, he has problems with science and scientists, and maybe they should have spoken out earlier,
but the president also has successes - the peace agreement?"
"A peace agreement between nations not in war? A agreement between unimportant nations based
on economic promises? Bahrain and the UAE, really the big players  in the region -  was there
something with the Palestinians? What a pity, all this wasted time and paper, but typical for the
president and his sorcerer's apprentice."



"So, for you no historic day?"
"A joke maybe - wake up CNN!"
"Let's talk about the president's attacks on you.........."
"........this is meaningless shit, Chris."
"In a way I agree with you, but the people are hearing this "shit". Now he called you a pedophile,
that's pure QANON of course. Shouldn't we comment this?"
"If you have time for this, feel free to do so. I have to tell the people about me, who believes in this
shit, should not give me her or his vote."
"Isn't this dangerous, to talk in this way?"
"I had never the "mission" to proselyte his "base" to the truth. I fight for one electoral vote more
than my opponent, to win the election, that's all."
"That's harsh talking!"
"That's the bad reality of the American electoral system! In any normal democracy I would try to
get the majority of the votes, not in the USA! This is very sad, but this is the American reality. As
well  as  to  make  it  hard  for  many  to  vote,  not  to  make  it  as  easy  as  possible,  as  in  normal
democracies - sad America. Have we to talk about the sabotage of the US postal service now, about
gerrymandering? You not tell me now, that elections in the United States are free, equal and fair?
This is a very sad story!"
"And still the president has a chance to win?"
"He will lose, I look forward to the first debate, Chris!"
"You said that you think that he's a coward and that he will not agree with debates - you was wrong,
he is no coward?"
"Let's see if he will appear, still two weeks till then."
"He said that he will destroy you, will show that you're a lousy businessman, that you're nothing?"
"I thought that it's about the presidency, not about stock markets, about the American people, not
shareholders.  You know Chris,  I'm not Hillary,  he knows what I'm thinking of him, that he's  a
disgusting swine, we can discuss this onstage, if he likes it. I only hope that we will have some
challenging anchors, should not become a lame show."
"With you and the president on the same stage?"
"Well, you know his reaction when someone is critical on him, he turns round and leaves the room,
he cannot face pressure. He would be a very lousy police officer, firefighter, not to talk about to be a
soldier - good that he had bone spurs!"
"You said, that you will show him your disrespect, should you on the same stage with him. What do
we can expect?"
"Come on Chris, you not start a joke with the punch line, or?"
"No, normally not."
"So be patient, only two weeks and we all know that much will happen in this two weeks. I only
fear that not much of that what will happen, will delight us Chris."
"This  concern  I  share  with  you.  You will  be  aggressive  in  two weeks,  even more  than  you're
already?"
"Everybody  who  opposes  the  president  at  least  from now  on  not  aggressively,  risks  the  final
downfall of the USA! Now it counts finally, look in the mirror, ask yourself: What will I tell my
children, why I had let it happen, why I did not everything to prevent it, why I failed - it's the time
now to resist, in any possible way, it's time to write history, to prove that history can be rewritten,
that history not repeats itself time and time again, that we can learn from history, future history gets
created in present, we're the present, we create the future history, today, now, right in this second!
We only have to be aware of this, we're the creators and nothing is able to stop us, only we self can
stop us - look in the mirror and ask yourself this only question: Will I be a creator, or a passenger on
a ship without a helmsman, the choice is on you!"
"Thanks Peter, for your words."
"Thanks for talking with me, Chris." 



Back Again!

"Not thought to see you so fast again, Peter. But this development needs to be discussed and I'm
happy that I have the opportunity to discuss it with you. Your thoughts?"
"Well, I had hoped that she would have this last certainty, that this president would no longer smear
the White House and our reputation in the free world. Unfortunately it will not be. But this should
give us only all the more strength, to get it right."
"What's your position, after what has happened in 2016? First the presidential election, then the
nomination? Is this a question about moral?"
"Among people with moral values, yes. But talking about this president, people like McConnell,
large parts of the GOP, religious fundamentalists, racists, Nazis, well, talking about such persons
without any moral values? It would be a joke, would you start to talk about moral values now."
"Lindsey Graham?"
"Well, we have not to talk about him, or? He's such a disgusting bootlicker, he would have had a
fantastic  career  in  Nazi  Deutschland!  These  are  the  men who make dictators  like Adolf  Hitler
possible."
"But what's your strategy now? Can the Dems stop it?"
"This nation has only one chance, millions would have to speak out loud on the streets. But hey, you
know the polls, we're very near to a banana republic, to say it nicely."
"Not nicely?"
"Shithole country."
"Can we stop it?"
"Say I will win, say with Florida and some swing states. And then? Say, I could nominee the vacant
judge for the Supreme Court after the election, for whatever reason, everything okay then? Not for
the first time: NO! Let's have nine conservative judges, in a normal democracy this would not mean
that this nation would degenerate into a fundamentalist dictatorship - why it could easily happen
with this nation and five conservative judges? Why we have even to talk about judges, like we talk
about politicians - from which side of the aisle you are? These are judges, or? But hey, we all know
how our court system functions! This nation has so many severe problems, we would need the
broad majority of the American people,  to overcome this  severe problems. But  instead we're a
deeply divided nation, no longer able to agree even in banal things, not even able to, not to see the
most banal things in a political light. I would have only one hope, but it appears to me like the plot
of a fantasy novel."
"It would be?"
"That after my election we would be able, in a long and painful process, to come together, to learn
to respect each other, to share, to care - but it sounds silly or? And then there's this one reason, why
it's most probably not more than a funny fairy tale?"
"Which?"
"We, the Whites, especially the White upper class, also the Clintons and Kennedys, we would to
have to go the longest way - and this sounds really like a fairy tale. And this is the reason, why this
nation is in such a position and crisis. 2020, I'm fifty-five now, what a year, and the climax will
follow soon."
"Hopes?"
"There was this old lady, and this old black man, and so many more. It would be nice to see, that
they get not disappointed. But it's on us to do so, and this seems to be the problem, Chris."

The Great Depression

"You know Caroline, wouldn't I know the writer of this story and therefore, that I will become
POTUS and that this is only fucking fiction, I would fall into depression."



"The reactions of the American people?"
"Yes, could you imagine that this all would happen in Germany?"
"It happened in Germany!"
"Yes, but this was a different time. The time after WWI, the stupidities of the Treaty of Versailles, a
time characterized by a deep obedience to authority - I thought we would live in different times
today."
"Well, different maybe, but not different enough. Maybe it's not so easy as a White man to feel it,
but as a black man maybe. No longer a slave, but still often treated like one. As a woman, you have
the right to vote now - more or less - but your body still not belongs to you. And as a "Native
American", they allow you to own some land and some casinos, but the continent is no longer yours
and never will be. It's all about White supremacy, that's all!"
"It's about the stupidity, that only a White rich upper class could rule this nation, can ensure wealth
for "all", what means foremost to ensure their privileges. But why so many fall for their tricks? It's
like, that only the king can rule the country. But hey, they beheaded the king, and it functioned very
well without him! I think about Ilhan Abdullahi Omar, that she should go back to her country - and
these  are  the  words  of  a  US president!  The  USA,  the  land  of  the  immigrants,  but  not  every
immigrant  is  a  good immigrant!  But  why we ask  not  the  important  questions?  First,  why the
inhabitants of the "classic" countries are no longer interested in, to immigrate to the US, especially
the West European countries?"
"There's a simple answer - because these countries offer their inhabitants so much more than the US
can offer! Universal health care, better education, more social security, much less racism, no gun
violence, a better standard of life for more people, real democracies with popular vote and multi
party systems, without voter suppression and gerrymandering, and much more. Not much is left to
motivate you as a western European to immigrate to the US!"
"Right, and then the other question. Because less and lesser people from West Europe, but also from
East Europe, immigrate to the US, the part of immigrants from other parts of the world gets higher
and higher - automatically! From South America and Africa for instance, but now the question: Is
this bad? Of course, this development changed the US society and will change the US society, but is
this bad?"
"If you think that this country has to be ruled by a rich White upper class, then this development is
alarming. This development automatically changes the status of a White rich upper class, especially
when more and more "others" have success, getting rich and gain influence, especially when they
even demand for political influence then - Ilhan Abdullahi Omar, we've come full circle!"
"Yes, but what disappoints me is, that we, the fucking Whites, the fucking White Americans, are not
able to imagine, that a woman from Somalia is not on a mission to destroy the White America! I
have  not  heard  that  she  will  forbid  BBQ's  and  NASCAR -  maybe  she  even  likes  BBQ's  and
NASCAR. The point is, that this nation would be large enough for everyone, but we even fail today,
to find a common perspective in even the most basic points of living together - we only can hate
each other today."
"And hate is no basis for any discussion, hate destroys any basis for any discussion, that's why the
president, Kushner, Barr, McConnell and all the others act like they act, they destroy any possibility
to talk with each other, hate is what they sow."
"But what disappoints me, what depresses me, is, that we're no longer able to find any common
ground, not to see how stupid so many things are - the presidential rallies? All the people behind
him at the lectern are wearing masks, so in TV it seems that everyone would wear a mask. But in
the end no one wears a mask - as one of his supporters I would see this as silly, maybe even as
betray! But it's okay for them - I not get it!"
"Do not try to be rational, the time of rational arguments is over. Hate and fear are dominating the
discourse and with every moment, every second, the wounds becoming deeper,  the wounds the
American nation has to suffer. Even with you as POTUS, and maybe even with your funny punch
line at the end, the American nation will be hurt marrow-deep, and it will be very difficult, if not
impossible,  to  cure  this  wounds.  But  this  is  the  strategy of  those  Whites,  to  destroy as  much



common ground as possible, till only hate and mistrust is left."
"And they are acting very successful, and the American nation seems unable to see it,  that's so
disappointing. I will become POTUS, and the punch line is so nice, but in the end everything seems
so  meaningless.  Let's  enjoy the  view and  the  waves'  sound,  not  knowing,  what  else  I  should
say..............."

Looking Forward - The First Debate!

"The first debate right in front of the door, Peter. What's your comment on the Washington Post
article?"
"Well Don, I've said it since a long time now, and I hope that I not sound arrogant now, but I said it
since 2016, this man is a pretender, this man is a fucking businessman, and of course, he's broke! I
say this since a very long time now, that would we see his tax returns, we would see a bankrupt
failed crook - and of course his entanglements with foreign mobsters like Erdoğan or Putin."
"Paying no taxes, in 2016 he said: That makes me smart! In what a way you would counter such a
phrase?"
"I also say since a long time now, that he's a disgusting swine, a Nazi, of course a racist, a killer
who killed tens of thousands of Americans, surrounded by a bunch of stone-cold vigilantes like
Jared, Ivanka, Barr or McConnell. Oh, I've forgotten, he's a liar, why I should fall for his lies?"
"It will become a debate?"
"Well, he says that he will destroy me, that he will erase me - well, as a Nazi he knows how to erase
people. But unfortunately I'm not interested in, to play his games. I never reacted to his lies and
provocations,  why I should do now? He's a wreck, look at  him, he's physically and mentally a
wreck. You not believe me, I say since 2016 that he's broke and a Nazi, that his dream is, to become
the Fuehrer of the United States. One day we will see also this truth, he's finished up, his dream is to
get a new term, to establish a dictatorship, to prepare the ground for Jared and Ivanka - you not
believe me? Well, we only talk about the future of the United States."
"Some criticize your strategy, not to react directly to the president, they think this is dangerous."
"Yes, the Clinton Dems, because they were so successful with their strategy in 2016. I think that I
have good chances to win, and not only the popular vote. But it will be a narrow win, as far as it
seems, no landslide win. And this will be the problem, but I still hope to win Florida and enough
swing states, so that it will be no real question, who has won the election."
"You think that this president will accept any result, apart from winning?"
"No, he in no case. But I hope that my lead will be strong enough to force enough Republicans to
break with this president, because they see, that they will have no real chance, to keep him in office
any longer, without risking a new Civil War."
"That sounds not good?"
"This country is at a point, where it's no longer a question, if an outcome would be "good" or "bad".
The question today is: Bad, worse, worst, or the ultimate disaster. I hope that "bad" will be the
answer."
"Also for this negative comments you get a lot of critique, Peter?"
"Yes, all is wonderful - or? We're that close to become a fucking Nazi dictatorship, what a shit I
should talk about? In the Oval Office a president sits together with Jared and Ivanka, dreaming their
wet dreams together? And we still have a fucking virus, and we still have a fucking problem with
systemic racism, and we still have climate change, and we still have a greedy White rich upper class
not willing to share, but hey, this is happy United States, the land of the free - we're looking very
deep into the abyss today, and we stumble, ready to fall."
"A burning house needs brave firefighters, not the nice neighbor with a water hose - is this your
message?"
"Yes, the house is fiercely ablaze, maybe the neighbor acts with good intent, but therefor it's too late
now, now we need the professionals and their tools, we need consequent and strict acting. And as it



is, with a house burning, the only thing you can do for the moment is, to try to get the fire under
control, to save as many lives as possible, to put out the blaze then, not that the fire damages too
much other structures, this are your goals for the moment. After, but only after you have done this,
you can think about, to rebuild the house, maybe more beautiful than before. And maybe you even
get a very special chance, like the New Yorkers after 9/11. The Twin Towers are no longer, no one
was able to put out the fires, it ended in a disaster, a tragedy. But today this place is a place of hope
and contemplation, maybe this can give us at least some hope, whatever will happen in the next
weeks and months."
"So Peter, your strategy for the first debate?"
"Forget the disgusting swine and his lies, let us be honest, our future looks not that bright at the
moment."

After The Debate!

"Wow, what you make out of this, Dana?"
"Sorry, but that was a shit show, I have no other words, Jake! Sorry for saying this on TV."
"No regrets, I can totally understand you Dana, this was the worst debate I have ever seen! About
what we should talk now?"
"That the president failed! In the first thirty seconds, he was on his way to create a lot of problems
for Maurer, then with every word more he screwed it up more and more, and after his first two
minutes the debate was more or less over. But Jake, and then it started to become even worse as he
started a heated dispute with Chris Wallace, and in the meantime the contender stood, listened,
smiled and knew, after four minutes and twenty seconds, not saying one word so far, that this debate
would be his. It was unbelievable!"
"Yes, Chris Wallace started as expected with the point, everybody was curious about, in which way
Peter Maurer could handle it, not to become a laughingstock. As he asked the president about, that
he is on the stage, whereas his opponent had predicted that he would be a coward and would not
appear - this gave the president every chance to set Maurer immediately under pressure. And as you
said, in the first thirty seconds you could see that Maurer was very tensed, but then he started to
relax. After two minutes he was relaxed, ready to make, I guess a prepared, repost. And then the
president started a fight with Chris Wallace,  because he was not willing to stop his attack,  not
willing to give Maurer a chance to say something. For over another two minutes Wallace was not
capable to get things under control - unbelievable!"
"To be honest, at this moment I thought that the debate would be over. I have never seen a president
who spoiled such a chance in such a way, to put his opponent under pressure. Already this four
minutes and twenty seconds showed everybody, that this man is a bad deal maker and totally unfit
for office."
"And Maurer had only to smile and as Wallace asked him, what he says thereto that the president is
no coward and had appeared on the stage he said, and I quote: The POTUS, the President of the
United States is on the stage? I only see you, me and a hysteric clown here. Sorry, where is the
POTUS?......."
"That was badass, and made from the first moment on crystal clear, that he is not willing to take the
president serious, he............."
"............but sorry Dana, the president did in the next one and a half hours everything, that you could
not take him serious - he behaved like a grumpy child, you cannot take this serious!"
"No, and Maurer made this all the time clear with his trenchant and sometimes very aggressive
comments."
"And the president all the times jumped on the train! Maurer said two or three words, sometimes he
was able to say at least one complete sentence, and  the president started to boil over again! He fell
totally for Maurers strategy, he made the president look like a fool ad libitum!"
"I have to ask you Dana, women will be important for this election, do you don't think that at least



some of Maurer's attacks can cost him votes of women? He named, again and now on stage!, the
president a "disgusting swine"?"
"Well, Chris Wallace asked him whether he thinks that it's appropriate to name a sitting president a
"disgusting swine" - and his answer? He said, and again a quote: Well, about what president you're
talking? I feel the obligation, especially with German ancestors and the history of Germany, that
when I see a racist, a murderer, a fascist, so when I see a disgusting swine, then I have to point at
this disgusting swine and name this disgusting swine a disgusting swine, everything else would
make me to a disgusting swine, think about Germany in the 20s and 30s. Well, apart from that, that
he tried hard to use the term "disgusting swine" as often as possible, the message towards the GOP
and senators  from the Republicans  was not  to  overhear.  And as a woman? Well,  the next  five
minutes and forty-nine seconds Chris Wallace was not capable to get the debate under control again,
to get the president under control, and Maurer stood behind his lectern and smiled amused, nearly I
would say devilishly. The president was a mess, Maurer dominated the debate after the first thirty
seconds at pleasure."
"But does this cockfight not repelled the female voters, Dana?"
"At this  point I  would have said: Yes! But then the last  question from Wallace,  the president's
devastating words, and Maurer's remark, again a quote: A racist, a man hating women, a fascist, a
person who's not touched and sad because of two hundred thousand dead Americans, a man who
threatens the American nation with his Nazi goon squads, like Hitler the Germans with his SS and
SA, briefly spoken, a disgusting swine, should not become the President of the United States of
America, this would be a catastrophe! At this moment I thought: F.......ck, he is already the POTUS,
but I have to do everything now that I can do, that this di............ sw....... not gets a second term! At
the beginning the president appeared like a laughingstock, at the end I looked at him and - to be
honest - could see Adolf Hitler standing behind him, with his SS and SA troupes. At this moment
this man frightened me, the man who is the POTUS!"
"Yes, I would say that this debate has costed the president many votes from independents - and
Maurer is already in the lead, Dana?"
"Yes, would be election day today, Maurer would win without any doubts. He not even would need
Florida, and even Texas is a swing state today? Maurer has the momentum, without any doubts."
"And the president, what can we expect from him now - will there be more debates?"
"I would not focus that much on the president, I think the behavior of the GOP and the senators
from the Republicans is much more important now. The president is capable to do anything, but to
what is the GOP and their senators capable? We have to follow this very closely now, Jake."
"Yes, there's hope for the country, but this country is also in great danger. I'm very interested now,
what impact this debate will have in the next days, Dana?"
"Me too!"

Welcome, Mr. President!

"The president is infected! He has COVID-19!"
"Are you're kidding me?"
"No, and I would not make such jokes, especially not when you have shared a stage with him only
two days ago!"
"Wow, the first we have to do no is, to test us and all the others. Maybe it's not politically correct,
but I care not for him and his fucking bunch, but about us and our people. Should they have known
anything - are there any details?"
"No, it seems as Hope Hicks tested positive first. But no real details are available so far."
"Have you seen his fucking people during the debate, not wearing a mask? I hope they all get the
shit!"
"Cool down somewhat, I can understand you, it's simply a bad feeling. But you should keep a cool
head now, it would be important for all of us."



"You're right, but I hope that this disgusting Nazi swine will have the worst two weeks in his life
now, I would like to see him in hospital, I would like it to see............"
"….......stop it! Would you wish him death, or what!"
"In no case, I wish him a very, very fucking time the next days and weeks. And after I have defeated
him, I wanna see him in court and later behind bars - as in the badass Wild West movies: I wanna
get him alive, death would be too nice for him!"
"Cool down, and then we should start to react."
"You're right........women would be the better politicians, it's time that a woman leads this country,
that would do us all good."

Hospitalized!

"Well, well, well! The Nazi swine in hospital, of course he walked upright, like a real human, like
the real American hero, not like an ape! But, he is the ruthless swine he is, therefore he cannot act
differently than still to endanger others and being the showman for his "fans". Maybe he will be on
ICU, maybe even on a ventilator, in any case I wish him late complications for the rest of his
fucking life."
"Come down Peter, even Angela Merkel wished him a fast recovery!"
"Yes, but one thing I know about her is, at home, behind closed doors, when nobody sees her, she is
a very "nasty girl" - I see her grinning!"
"She's a woman, she not needs this macho fuss!"

Tweet

"This president is the biggest enemy of the American people, every way to get rid of him, is okay
now.  This  tweet  is  the  most  lowest  low-point  you  can  think  of.  This  whole  GOP fails,  mass
murderers rule this country! This president, his bunch, this whole administration, the leaders of the
GOP, all of them have to face court and to be held responsible for their butchering of the American
people!" 

No, Dana!

"No, Dana! No, we have not to talk about a certain tweet or statement, not even about a certain
action from the president anymore! He - is - a - filthy - relentless - Nazi - swine! And if somebody
even not now realizes this now, then I cannot help this person anymore! It's very simple, we decide
about the American future in a month, not more, not less. If you love the pigpen, the White House
has become with the president and his bunch inside, vote for him. Otherwise, you should vote for
me. Now he even kills his staff in the White House directly - this man not even needs to have a gun
to kill you with a smile on his face. And then we have to talk about his medication, I think this
would be important, Dana!"
"His mental state?"
"He has corona, corona can have severe long-time effects. He gets strong drugs, such drugs can
have severe side effects. Hey, we elect a president and have no idea about his health situation? This
is a joke, or? Again the next farce, like with his tax returns? What kind of republic we are?"
"At the moment it not seems as he could win the election. Your numbers are on record high?"
"These are predictions, not more. We know that they do their best to sabotage mail-in voting, the
president encourages his Nazi friends for voter intimidation, gerrymandering........ - nothing is safe,
till we have a final result, and maybe then our troubles will only begin."
"Michelle Obama's words today?"



"It's always nice to hear her, but "enough is enough"? He got elected anyway. We have to hope, that
enough  independents  will  no  longer  support  this  president.  The  whole  world  looks  at  us  and
wonders, they cannot understand what happens in the States, their former ally. The words from
Donald today, Donald Tusk, the President of the European Council? Sorry, Mr. President, but this is
how the US acts today! We butcher our own people, a ruthless butcher in the White House we have
today, let's hope that in a month all is over!"

Into The Chaos - State of the Union

"This is an address to the American folk, now the masks have finally fallen. The president is not
even interested in the health of the people closest to him, no surprise that he now tells you: Hey, the
stock markets do well, let's blackmail the American folk and stop supporting them, especially them
who would need support most, the Supreme Court is more important - strange, the stock markets are
not that much happy about his action. But very happy is Moscow Mitch, he's the perfect henchman
for the devil, he would follow him to every place - get rid of this ruthless and disgusting old White
men, they represent not America!
They represent a part of America, a part we have to overcome, to overcome or to downfall finally.
The final chaos begins, the next four weeks will become dirty and bad. The next four weeks? Where
is the outcry of the GOP, of senators of the Republican Party? This GOP is decayed till the marrow,
we need a landslide win in four weeks, even then they will not accept it! You have heard Moscow
Mitch saying that the transition will be peaceful? This man sucks the devil's dick, this man has no
scruples anymore.
Four weeks and then? The State of the Union? Fear and hope are fighting in my head, we have to be
strong now, we have to be resolute now, no thirty days anymore and - yes, what then? We not even
can say: Then we will have won the election, then everything will get a new chance. Into the final
chaos we head now, it will be the final chaos, only that it's uncertain how long it will last and
whereto it will lead us, the America folk."

We Have To Talk, Peter!

"I think we have to talk, Peter. So many things have happened right the last few days, the last hours
- the president's illness and his behavior, the debate, Gretchen Whitmer, your next debate, there
would be even more! We have to talk about all these topics, Peter!"
"I see this right in that way, Chris."
"Let's start with the vice presidential debate, Peter. Muriel Bowser was, compared with you, very
moderate,  but  compared  to  her  normal  style,  surprisingly  aggressive.  Have  you  talked  in  the
forefront about a strategy with her?"
"We talk permanently about many topics. Of course, we have talked about my first debate as well as
about her debate."
"But encouraged you her to be more aggressive?"
"I have to encourage her to nothing - and by the way, I think this discussion is very corrupt. Would
this have been the debate between me and the president, all would say: Wow, how tame they have
been! But now a woman was involved, then this suddenly is a topic. And what has she done? She
has made clear, that she not accepts, that the vice president always interrupts her - wow, what a bad
behavior for a woman!"
"She has named the vice president a murderer?"
"Well, that's infamous, a woman names a stone-cold killer a murderer, the head of the corona task
force who has a record of over two hundred ten thousand dead Americans till now, soon we will
have more dead Americans because of corona, as American soldiers died in WWII during several
years, with awful battles like D-Day, Pearl Harbor and Okinawa. But was most pervert is, that they



are disgusting enough to praise themselves: A fantastic job, ten from ten, the best president ever? I
have to vomit, hearing this! And I envy Muriel Bowser, that she was able to stay that cool."
"Who do you think has won this debate?"
"You're really asking me this?"
"Will this debate give you and Muriel Bowser more votes?"
"Do we need more votes?"
"That sounds arrogant!"
"What we need first and foremost are free and equal elections - one American, one equal vote. Then
we have to fight against voter suppression, not to talk about gerrymandering. Such things we need
the most. Then, we're in the lead and the situation in the White House gets every day more and more
insane - I think we will talk about this later. Muriel Bowser did a fantastic job, everybody says, that
she was able to convince much more independent and undecided voters to vote for us, than Mike
Pence was able  to  do so for oneself  and the president,  and we're already in the lead.  Mission
accomplished, I would say. The next round would be on me."
"That's a nice bridge, thanks Peter. Let's talk about the health of the president and your next debate.
Do you think that there will be a next debate?"
"Ask the coward in office. He was so miserable in the first debate, his tactic was such a flop, he
fears the questions from the voters that much, that he uses every possibility to duck out - I always
said, that he's a fucking coward! I agree with every proposal by the Commission on Presidential
Debates, I have enough guts to face every challenge, I'm no wiener."
"The presidential health?"
"He was from the first day on unfit for the office, and it became every year worse, and now it
escalates. I never had a different opinion about this. What's different now is, that he has COVID-19
now, that he's affected by drugs, heavy and experimental drugs, and that he finally behaves totally
irrational - but this is no problem for Moscow Mitch and the GOP, and not for the vice puppy."
"Do you think that the vice president should become active?"
"This is the most corrupt,  disgusting,  ruthless and uncapable administration,  at  least  in modern
history. I expect nothing anymore except, that they step back in November."
"Step back?"
"Step back."
"Okay...........Gretchen Whitmer?"
"I had a phone call with her today. Hey, what would you feel, when someone tells you, the FBI, that
some Nazis, friends of the president who stood by, who were ready to implement the president's
orders to "free Michigan", had planned, to kidnap you, to torture you and then to kill you to cause a
civil war? We're only a step away now, to become a dictatorship, a Nazi state, a new Russia, a new
Saudi Arabia."
"What does this tells you about the time between election day and inauguration day?"
"Two possibilities of course. The sitting president wins, then we will become a terror state, his Nazi
henchmen stand by to terrorize and kill all those, who will not agree with the president's regime. I
could win, then I fear, his Nazi friends will do everything to destabilize the nation and to plunge
America into the abyss. What gives me hope is, that the FBI acted like they acted. I know that at
least the vast majority of the army adheres to the flag, the vast majority of police and civil servants
have  not  forgotten  their  oath.  But  we  see  to  what  such  groups  are  capable  to,  do  not  forget
Oklahoma City!"
"Do you fear terror acts?"
"The sitting president of the United States of America has ordered his Nazi groups publicly in TV -
he named one, but he meant all of them, and they have understood the message - to be ready for
action. And they are ready, as we have seen. So far they have only practiced with paintballs, but we
all know that they lust, to use real ammunition the next time."
"Do you think that the situation is that dangerous?"
"Ask Gretchen, close your eyes and try to be her, we can make only one mistake, to take them not
serious, to underestimate their possibilities. I looked at many pictures by the German-American



artist  George  Grosz  in  the  last  days,  his  pictures  impressed  me  my  whole  life,  but  the  last
days..........it has not to come to this, at least I hope so, at least I wish for a better end for us, as they
had it."

A Coward Is A Coward And Will Stay A Coward Forever!

"A coward is a coward and will stay a coward forever, I said this all the times! They thought the
first time that they could dominate me, but bad luck, this sucker is not able impressing me, I laugh
about him! And now? The coward in office would have to face questions, maybe critical questions,
not like on Hoax News, and look what a wiener he is! He would not be able to simply walk away
like in the White House, and he knows that he would be not able to handle critical questions, he's a
total failure! I get sick of him!
But Don, let me say also something about Texas. First: Hey, you dumbasses from the Republicans,
you have seen, that I do not need Texas to defeat the coward in office? Second: After my win we
will clear out the pigpen and many will hold responsible for their actions. Also this disgrace, this
attack on all Texans, will not change the fact that I will win, and we will have a very close look to
all such actions - oh, and by the way, before I forget it. Right now we start an initiative to help
Texans to vote, like shuttle services for people who need such support. We name it: Proud and free
Texans help other proud and free Texans to stay proud and free Texans. Right in the first hour we
have found over ten thousand volunteers who will help others to exercise their right to vote - fuck
you, Republicans!"

Today

"Today the questioning of Judge Barrett  begins. Democrats will  have no possibility to stop the
nomination. What will be your action after getting president?"
"That's true Anderson, soon we will have a new judge on the Supreme Court, Amy Coney Barrett.
Let's see. I will win the election, I think the Republicans should be aware of it, what it would mean,
if they overrule Obamacare in such a situation, the transition to a new government."
"Do you think that the Supreme Court will not overrule Obamacare, with a new judge Barrett?"
"The today's GOP is a bunch of insane old men, they will do it, no doubts about this. But it will hurt
them finally, the American people, the majority of the American people will be upset about it. This
GOP destroys oneself in a way, that it hurts. Sure, their "base" is enthusiastic, but this base is not the
majority of the Americans."
"But what are your plans for 2021 to react?"
"We  still  have  the  problem,  that  we  have  to  face  the  possibility  of  a  new civil  war.  Do  not
understand me wrong Anderson, but 2021 is not in my focus the next three weeks, we have to
rescue our democracy first. If we fail therein, everything else will be wiped out."
"So, you are on the way to win the election, it looks good for you. But then we have to face the
danger that this administration and the GOP will not accept the election result. Assumed you will
achieve a landslide win, say you will even Florida and Texas, the GOP has to accept the result,
police and maybe even the army can reduce the far-right actions to a low level, then the Supreme
Court will become the key point - expanding the Supreme Court?"
"As said, at the moment I'm not thinking that much about it,  I focus on the election and to be
prepared, to react on the president's and the GOP's reaction to my win. But what I can tell you is,
that I agree with Chuck Schumer, everything is on the table. You not expect, that I will accept this
disgraceful act, that I will not strike back? And hey, I know the majority of the Americans behind
me, that's a good feeling."
"But you also said, that you're not that happy with Obamacare?"
"I said that Obamacare is not enough, that we have to step further on. We will have a tour through



Europe, do some benchmarking, then we will decide."
"And if Obamacare falls, we have to act fast then, or?"
"The majority in the House, the majority in Senate, I in the White House - then the Democrats can
show if they can use this situation to their advantage, whether they can deliver hard facts or only
warm words. I'm open to everything, the country of my ancestors, Germany, has sixteen judges on
their supreme court, and the nomination process is a bipartisan manner, whoever is in power. I can
imagine a lot."
"So,  the election,  then the transition.  You will  win,  and we have  to  hope then,  that  the  worse
predictions for the transition come not true. And then, everything is possible?"
"Ask the Dems? I will be only the POTUS. We will need the voices of NGOs and social groups, one
of my tasks will be, that they will be heard this time. Simply said, we have to become a modern
nation! And we have to forget this conservative lie, that America is always the best, sometimes
we're simply the worst."
"Then I hope for you that you will win, I hope for us, the American people, that the transition will
be peaceful, and then? I hope that we not again squander a chance, that we will have the power to
achieve real change and progress this time. I wish you the best, Peter."
"Thanks Anderson, but now I think it's time that we should watch some TV. Even if I not focus on
it, I think we should watch the questioning, I think one can learn a lot from it, learn a lot about one
of the major systemic problems of the US. "

You Expected More?

"Really,  you  expected  more?  Wasn't  it  obvious  from the  beginning on,  that  she's  only another
willing henchmen for the far-right movement? Oh, sorry, she has seven children, and hey, two are
really black! This will not change that she will vote against ACA, against Roe vs. Wade, against
climate protection, will be willing to everything that voter fraud and voter suppression will have a
good time.
It's nice seeing her, sitting there, reminds me of Jared, but you see her smilling inside, laughing
about this hearing, enjoying it, to say time and time again nothing, or better, to say exactly that
much, that the president's supporters hear: I will be the willing tool to fulfill all the president's
orders, the agenda of the religious fundamentalists, the greedy White rich bunch that exploits the
nation, that will satisfy his far-right base. She reminds me of Betsy DeVos, whom I regularly name
a greedy bitch. I do not know whether she is greedy, but definitively ruthless. The rest is for your
imagination.
Forget this hearing,  forget the acting of the conservatives, concentrate on the important.  I  look
forward to today's town hall - well I will be alone, but I'm proud to say, that I will be there, awaiting
the questions of the American people. They should think about, why the president is not willing to
join me, to face the questions of the American people in an independent environment - I would say,
it's because he's a bloody coward, that he feels that he screws the election more and more up, that all
will see in no three weeks what a loser he is.
So, let's  concentrate  on the election,  that  the transition will  be peaceful.  The problem with the
Supreme Court we will fix after my win."

The Last Debate

"In two days we will see the last debate between the president and you. The president has made
surprising concessions this time. How do you feel, Peter?"
"Well Don, let me say something about the situation right now. We see a GOP that starts to fall apart
more and more. I will win the election, no doubts about this, and the GOP and the president knows
this. But we all know, that winning the election will be not enough. I need a landslide win, I need



that the Senate becomes democratic again. And the president who knows that he will  lose? He
freaks out finally, mocks Dr. Fauci in a way that's hardly to bear, and listens to a con man named Dr.
Atlas. We see how much the president is frightened about the coming, he has still no health care
plan, he has no strategy to fight against the virus, he has no idea to support the American people, the
only thing he can do, is to mock people. But his attacks on Dr. Fauci are so stupid and disgusting, I
can say to Dr. Fauci only, that I admire him and the times will change soon."
"You have contact with Dr. Fauci?"
"He knows what I think, and that I look forward to having him by my side to fight the virus."
"And the president, muted microphones?"
"Well, he's desperate. He knows, that he's on the losing end. Look at Moscow Mitch's statement,
that he is not on the same page with the president, regarding a new stimulus bill - I mean, Moscow
Mitch? Should these Republicans in panic, headless acting, get a new chance next year to decide
about the American politics - it would be devastating. That's why it's not enough that I will win the
vote, I need a huge majority in Senate as well, we have a lot to do!"
"Do you fear that all will become even more extreme, the next days, till the election day?"
"Dr. Fauci? I mean, he attacks the most trusted man in the USA. Yes, among the rights he is able to
erode the support for Dr. Fauci, but they elect him anyway. But for independent and undecided
voters this is  very repelling,  they know what Dr. Fauci did for our nation during decades,  and
especially in the last months. But yes, this will become more and more extreme, see his......I don't
know, wish or order or what, that Bill Barr should or has to start an investigation into my business
affairs, for no reason, only because it could be, that Barr could find something? This is an action,
driven by pure panic."
"Well Peter, I hope that your success will be big enough to stop all discussions after election day
and that you will have the Senate at your side as well. The Supreme Court?"
"I will fix this after my inauguration, in one way or the other."
"Thanks for your time, Peter."
"Thanks for having me, Don."

Final Sprint

"This is our final sprint, we're on the home stretch now, soon we will have a winner. But let me first
and foremost thank President Barack Obama for his fantastic speech yesterday. He showed not for
the first time, why he is still such a highly honored and respected president - thanks for your support
Mr. President! By the way, has anybody seen the former president Bush supporting the liar in office,
nobody? The widow of the highly honored and respected John McCain? Former president Bush has
criticized the liar in office, Cindy McCain has endorsed me? Aren't they both Republicans?
Well, today we will have the last debate - how desperate is this president? To the second the coward
not came, this time he says that it's all totally unfair, but he will come - you're a very desperate liar
in  office,  or?  And,  do  I  have  missed  something?  Has the  honorable  President  Barack Hussein
Obama II made you speechless, no tweets? It's interesting, to listen to a real president, bounded to
honor, isn't it? You're such a pathetic loser, Mr. Wannabe President!
What do I expect for today? It will be interesting to see him, when he has to listen for long two
minutes not able to interrupt me - I look forward asking him about some matters, President Barack
Obama  Hussein  II  talked  about  yesterday.  Chinese  bank  accounts,  which  dictators  he  owes
hundreds of millions of dollars, how it feels to murder hundreds of innocent Americans every day,
simply by ignoring their struggle with the virus, how does it feel to know, that the free world laughs
about me and that only dictators and mass murders love me, as well as Nazis and racists?  And,
you're so weak now, that you even cannot bear an hour of questions from a tough female reporter,
Mr. Born-To-Lose? 
We need a landslid win, the House and the Senate, I'm saying this since a very long time now. It's
fantastic to see how many Americans have already voted, continue, the more the better, we have



only this one chance. The GOP has supported an awful destructive policy the last four years, they
need to get a clear statement from the American people. In four years they nearly destroyed our
community and our democracy - for what? A tax law that makes you poorer and billionaires richer,
billions for a fucking wall, and of course an arch-conservative Supreme Court now. For that they
were willing to kill tens of thousands of Americans, to destroy our political institutions, that Nazis
and racists, constant liars, plunder America and drag our country to the point, where it finally is not
better than Nazi Germany. We have to prevent our nation to become a Nazi dictatorship, that "Proud
Boys" marching down the streets and kill even more Americans, we have to stand up, we have to
vote!
Twelve days, we can end this nightmare very easily with a landslide win, with winning not only the
White House, but also House and Senate. Let's do it! - Let's do it!"

The Last Debate

"A word about the debate yesterday? Do you see yourself as winner?"
"Well, I hope that I gain the advantage, compared to a man who talked such a shit."
"You refer to?"
"Well, standing face to face with an African American woman, Kristen Welker, and saying that she's
more racist as you, an old white man, is such disgusting and pathetic - this man knows no limits, to
be tasteless."
"Well, this was in fact very astonishing. But do you think that you reached new voters?"
"As far as I can see it till now at least some, and the president none. I was in the lead, would mean
that I was able to expand my lead. But this is the topic for the last days. I will win, no doubts about
that, but I need a landslide win, I need also the Senate, I need every single vote. We have to send a
clear message, that the American people are repelled by the last four years. This is not America -
why I  have David Bowie in mind now? Whatever,  how much the president told you about his
agenda for the next four years?"
"Not much, nothing in the end."
"Yeah, because he has no idea how to shape the future of the country, he can only be destructive. He
still has no plan to defeat the pandemic, he has no plan to replace Obamacare, only to destroy
Obamacare. He's a loser, a coward, a swine that only can hurt others - really, telling an African
American woman that she's more racist as you, an old white man? This shit has to come to its end
now! Thanks for your questions!"
"Thanks for answering them."

A Funny Anecdote

"A good friend from Germany told me about a opinion poll in Germany. The result was, that four
percent of the Germans wish that the liar in office would get a second term, eighty-nine percent that
I would win. Well, that's how the Germans feel, the Europeans and most of the rest of the world –
well, some dictators and mass murderers see it differently. You will see, after my win, the whole
world will take a deep breath, we will hear a lot of cheers then!" 

Don't Panic! - Panic!

"Yes, we have a new presidential puppet on the Supreme Court now. But give her, her moment of
joy, soon the rude awakening will come. Let them celebrate, we will have a new superspreader
event, and soon they all will see, that this four fucking years only yielded one: A nation at the abyss,
a nation hurt badly, a nation that fights back! I will stop all spending for the wall, the wall is dead! I



will make my own tax reform and the super-rich and big corporations will pay the bill this time -
the  GOP's  tax  giveaway  is  dead!  I  will  fix  the  problem  with  the  Supreme  Court,  they  have
overdone, the conservative majority on the Supreme Court is dead! I will hold all this "suckers"
responsible for their doing during the last four years - let's see, who will be locked up soon! I will
reform the electoral system in the States, we need the modern system of popular vote, bad for future
conservative presidential candidates! Soon we will have "Obamacare Redux", this time the deluxe
edition for all  Americans! We will  rejoin the Paris  Agreement and will  rejoin the circle of our
former, our real, allies! Short form: We will wipe out the last four years!
Can we do this? Yes, we can! We can do it, if we're strong enough - the House, Senate and White
House, as well as so many governor's and mayor's offices for the Democrats as possible! We are the
majority of the United States, no matter if the rich white male minority calls you, because of your
skin color or your roots or your belief, a minority - they are the minority, we are the majority and in
a democracy the majority wins the election! And we will win this election, we will win it with an
impressive win!
You have seen the smiling woman who will take away your health care, take away your right for
pregnancy termination? You have heard the son-in-law sucker as he told the African Americans that
they are lazy and therefore it's their own guilt to be poor and deprived? Of course they are! They are
mainly Democrats, only Republicans are ambitious! See how ambitious Ivanka and Jared are to
plunder  America  and how fine  they are  able  to  sleep,  while  every day more  than  a  thousand
Americans die because they are not interested in them, no ambitions in this field? No, why, mainly
Niggers and Latino scum and Chinese Asians die - and this lazy people, who lived here before!
Mainly Democrats die, or? So, all is okay, or? Let's change demographics in the right way!
In exactly one week the day has come - vote! Vote today and tomorrow, vote every day till election
day and vote also on election day! We're the fucking majority in this country,  this country is a
democratic Democrat country, we only have to vote, raise our voices! I feel excited, today is the last
Tuesday, tomorrow the last Wednesday, the day after the last Thursday, the last Friday, and then the
last weekend, Saturday and Sunday - and then a last Monday, then it's election day! Let it become a
bright day, a day of hope, the beginning of a new chapter, you only have to vote! - No! But you
have to vote, but then the time has come that you have to raise your voice and my task will be, to
listen to you! A president has to listen to the people, a president is the president of a nation, not a
super-rich minority! To all the people? - No! I have not to listen to Nazis and racists! On this side,
there are no good people! But I have to listen to all who believe and trust in a free and fair society,
they can form a better nation, not built on greed, on violence and murder, but on respect and the
willingness to work together!
Let me come to an end, but one matter I have still to mention - education! Education for all, yes,
health care for all is essential,  but on the same level good and profound education for all! Our
billionaire  "elite" will  spend trillions of dollars in the next years,  to build up a modern school
system like in Europe, especially Scandinavia! They will do? Yes, and I talk not about Mexico and
lock her  up,  but  in  future  they will  contribute  their  "fair  share"  to  built  a  modern  America,  a
America for all, not only for a super-rich white minority!
Count with me: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven - election day! We have it in our own hands,
let's do it! Let's do it! - Let's do it!"

The Situation Of Your Campaign Today?

"How you see the situation of your campaign today, Peter?"
"Well,  four  days  left,  then  it's  election  day.  We  have  all  the  chances  to  win,  to  win  with  a
comfortable margin, even a landslide win would be possible. But we have to keep our efforts high,
we have to continue with early voting, we still have to be alert and careful. Even today we have not
won the election, we have all the chances that I have enumerated, but have to keep our efforts high
for that, Don."



"The major developments for you at the moment, Peter?"
"Over  one  third  of  all  registered  voters  have  already  voted,  that's  fantastic.  We  have  some
encouraging court decisions, but some not. But I have to confess, that I have topics like another
dead black man in mind, all states have rising numbers, our death rate rises two-digit again, the next
severe storm, statements from more-fascist-as-the-president Jared - I have a lot in mind as every one
of us. And like every one of us I have the feeling, that we have to come back to the times, when not
every day outdid the previous day by absurdity and cruelty. You know Don, sometimes I feel very
tired and downcast, but then I take a deep breath and have a long and hot shower and I say to me:
We're so close now, only a few days, then we can have reached our aim, to free the American
nation, to prevent that our nation becomes a Nazi dictatorship, and then I feel like a runner on the
home stretch,  now is the time to mobilize all  energy you still  have,  now is the moment of the
highest concentration and for mobilizing all you have left. After the finish line we can celebrate, but
now is the time for our final sprint."
"And even with a lead on the final straight, one can still lose the race - or?"
"Absolutely, the history of sport knows very sad and tragic examples of runners, who seemed to
have won the  race,  but  at  the  end had nothing in  hand.  A few days  of  full  concentration and
mobilization, then we can celebrate, but not until then Don."
"Then let's give everything we have, the final days. And Thursday night, we can celebrate together,
or Peter?"
"Much will depend on Florida and how close the race over all will be. Maybe not until Friday or
Saturday, but then we will celebrate. You're invited, as well as all Americans who are happy then,
that we have defended our free nation. But.... - no, then we have to celebrate, exuberant and long,
the whole weekend long! But on Monday my work will begin, our work will begin, the Nation has a
lot of problems to solve. But the weekend after next will be for celebration, at least if we not take it
to easy and become careless - the first weekend in November will be a historic weekend, and we
will celebrate the whole days, Don!"
"We will, Peter, we will!"

Hey, He's Still A Swine!

"Really, you're surprised about his remarks regarding doctors, who make money with people dying
on corona? He's a filthy swine, and it's in his nature, in the nature of this human swines like Ivanka,
Jared and his sons, not in the nature of an animal pig, to behave in this way. It would be like to say:
Oh, Mr. Hitler, you really murdered millions of Jews in gas chambers, I'm surprised! You still get
fooled by this human swine?"

Believe Me, He Loves Her!

"Yes, it's true, I will have rallies during the last days together with Rep. Ilhan Abdullahi Omar. The
president talks so much about her, I think he likes her, I think he will be very happy to see her
onstage during a presidential rally, maybe she will even be onstage one day, at a presidential rally,
as the candidate? And before you have to ask, I do not agree with all her statements and her ideas or
aims, but as far as I know it, this is called democracy, at least as long as one not tries to destroy our
democracy like the president and his Nazi friends. I think that the Democratic Party can be proud
of, to have representatives like Ms. Omar among the party, and not only as representatives. Thanks
for your question, it was a very important one, and this is not only an empty phrase!"



A Final Thought

"It's  November  the  third,  in  some  hours  we  will  know  the  first  results,  and  then?"
"Then we will have won, we will have won the White House as well as Senate. But you're right:
And then?  Much will  depend on the Democrats,  whether  they will  be bolder  this  time or not.
Winning the election is one matter, to renew and modernize a nation that needs urgent and severe
change, is another matter. So, not the next hours will decide the future of our nation, because we
will  win.  But  the  next  weeks,  months  and  years  will  -  and  there's  still  this  pandemic.
Do it, do it America!"

If you want a cola,
I can make it colder,

If you want a bad girl,
Nobody’s bolder,

And if you want the Queen 
Of New York then you

Better call me, call me.

If you want some dirty lies, I can do that for you.
Watch me dance for other guys, I can do that for you.

Tell you everything's alright, I can do that for you.
Never ever leave your side, I can do that for you.

What do I need to get high for?
There ain't no reason to cry for.

Quit your job, let’s make a life, boy, it’s us against the world.
(Lana Del Rey; Us Against The World)

(Written at November the third, 8:36 pm local German time, 2:36 pm in Washington)

VI.) The Old Year Ends, The New Year Begins
November 4th till January 19th

I will not write this part because of changing my writing. What's to say? Maybe:

I wish you the best, America!

(Written at November the third, 7:10 pm local German time, 1:10 pm in Washington)

VII.) My Inauguration
 January 20th 

Welcome The 46. President Of The United States Of America

"Are you sad?"



"Well, not really. One night as FLOTUS in the White House? Better as nothing – or?"
"Yeah, today my inauguration, tomorrow my resignation - the American nation needs no longer
white men, the American nation needs women and has to express its plurality."
"The first female POTUS, the second from the so-called black minority - Muriel Bowser. I think it
will be very interesting when she will announce her vice president. Already the cabinet caused a lot
of  surprise  and  amazement.  A female  vice  president  who's  a  member  of  the  so-called  Native
Americans, will be the ultimate test for the American nation."
"Well, either they get it, or not. This nation needs dramatic change or everything will be too late.
Maybe it will be not too late today, maybe not tomorrow, but the day after tomorrow!"
"And now? It will be our only night in the White House?"
"Well, we're a married couple?"
"Maybe we will conceive a coming POTUS tonight, here in the White House?"
"Then it should be a girl, no longer the fucking past, we have to step forward into the future!"

(Written at November the third, 7:39 pm local German time, 1:39 pm in Washington)

Postscript

Now I have stopped the writing on "Beg Your Pardon! I Would Do It Better - Mr. President!" also.
At least this story has found an end, only the "in between" is missing.
"The in between", this will be the major question - at the moment I feel good, have the feeling that
Joe Biden will win, not sure with what a margin, not sure about the Senate, not sure about the
reaction of the president.
In a way this writing will find its continuation in the new writing, as well as all the other stories.
Nevertheless, I feel sad, but I have the feeling, that this was a good step!
The next hours will decide very much - give him the Rust Bell states, Florida as well as Texas!
Come on, let me dream, it would be so good for this nation to have a very clear result - but then
there're this three months, and this fucking feeling, scorched earth.
Three hours left,  then it will begin,  then this  writing will  have found its ultimate end, the new
writing will have begun.

Do it right, Lady America! I would like it very much, to meet you again, as soon as possible!

(Written at November the third, 8:58 pm local German time, 2:58 pm in Washington)


